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GOOD DESIGN IS ABOUT PUSHING THE ENVELOPE, THE RELATIONSHIP OF FORM
AND FUNCTION WHICH REQUIRES HAVING A CLIENT WHO HAS THE VISION, THE FAITH, AND
OF COURSE THE BUDGET TO ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN. THIS IS ONE OF THOSE ‘DREAM’
PROJECTS THAT, IF THEY ONLY CAME ALONG ONCE IN A LIFETIME, YOU COULD BE TOTALLY
CONTENT.

BRENDON’S SIGNATURE IS STAMPED ALL THE WAY ALONG THE GOLDEN MILE OF MARINE
PARADE AND THE BEACHFRONT BUT THIS JAW-DROPPING INCREDIBLE HOME SURELY MUST
BE HIS BEST YET.
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WELL RENOWNED AND HIGHLY REGARDED, BRENDON GORDON ARCHITECTURE IS
THE MOST POPULAR CHOICE FOR PEOPLE WANTING TO BUILD TOP-END HOMES ESPECIALLY
IN MOUNT MAUNGANUI.
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HOW BIG IS THE HOUSE AND WHAT’S THE BASIC DESIGN?
The house in total is 526sqm including the garage at 75sqm. This is made up with 176sqm on
the ground floor, 258 sqm on the first floor, and 17sqm on the top floor. Then externally there
is 86msq of outdoor room which doesn’t include the ground floor decks, patio, or pool, so it’s
a pretty big house.
The generous home has five bedrooms, four bathrooms, and four living rooms. There is a
dedicated media room on the ground floor, living with kitchenette; the main living pavilion on
the first floor with a 3.6 metre stud, separate family room, kids’ lounge, and the lookout on the
top storey.
The outdoor rooms include the ground floor deck, first floor beachfront deck, west evening
deck which can be fully enclosed with adjustable vertical and horizontal louvres, the family
room and bedroom deck to the east, lookout deck on the top storey, as well as open floored
cantilevered deck over the lap pool.
WHAT EXTERIOR CLADDING MATERIALS DID YOU CHOOSE AND WHY?
The palette of materials selected is appropriate for the demanding coastal environment.
Primarily Zinc cladding - hand welded and folded - to the upper stories with no exposed fixings,
rivets or silicone. The ground floor exterior walls are plastered block work with negative
detailing. A precast concrete floor was used as it is solid, provides thermal mass, and is great
for acoustic control. Matai flooring has been overlayed to give a natural feel to the home.
Eco-friendly Vitex decking has been used for the upper levels and Gosford sandstone for the
circulation wall that dissects the pure rectilinear form of the house design through three
stories.
WHAT IS THE STONE THAT HAS BEEN USED?
Gosford sandstone was imported from Sydney. It has been employed in the exterior pavers,
oval feature pillars, and a 600mm square grid to the circulation wall which is introduced at the

AFTER A GUIDED TOUR OF THIS AMAZING HOME, I TALKED TO BRENDON
ABOUT THE DESIGN PROCESS BEHIND THIS BEACHFRONT STUNNER.

arrival courtyard drawn back landscape wall, and carried internally right to the beachfront face
of the house. This is a very dramatic architectural technique which uses the wall to organize
the hierarchy of the spaces.

HOW WOULD YOU BEST DESCRIBE THE HOUSE?
An absolute dream project! This three storied beachfront home is best described as bespoke, as
virtually every element is custom made, tailored specifically to the amazing clients and the
wonderful beachfront site by a dedicated team of consultants and craftsmen.
WHAT WAS THE CLIENTS’ BRIEF TO YOU?
A house to be lived in, not precious or pretentious, that could accommodate a large family with
social entertaining space, and private contemplative space. A beach house with surprises. It is
amazing to have the license to design the complete package. The architecture is resolved with the
lighting, interior joinery, landscaping, with amazing furniture and art – the complete package.
WHAT KEY ELEMENTS DROVE THE DESIGN?
Maximising the beachfront views, natural light, yet creating privacy from neighbours, and internal
privacy with the separation of public and private spaces – it demanded something special...
WHAT USED TO OCCUPY THE SITE AND WHAT SITE PREPARATION WAS REQUIRED

compromises.
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PRE-BUILDING ON THIS ELEVATED SECTION?
The decision was made to remove the original house early in the process to eliminate any
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THE LANDSCAPING IS SIMPLY STUNNING. CAN YOU DISCUSS SOME OF THE KEY
FEATURES?
It is nice to have the opportunity to complete the design with the articulation of the
landscaping; introducing the ideas and themes, providing hints and references whilst resolving
the necessities.
The landscaping story starts at the sliding entry gate with detailing giving a clue to what
awaits. Once through the gate, you notice a large oval shape in the concrete driveway before
your eyes head directly for the stunning sandstone pillars. These solid elliptical columns finish
just short, floating the living pavilion above – with LED uplights to accentuate the gap. The
random angles of these columns question the rectilinear house geometry and hint at the
angled stone intervention.
The louvres on the first level also help to add effect with their reflection expressed in the
concrete driveway strips articulation. Every item is special.
Massive solid stone slabs to the entry floated by LED lighting, and as lap pool paving, are
complemented by the pool wall detail with three LED lit water feature fountains. Planter boxes
and entry walls are softened with macrocarpa slabs and columns. Elliptical LED lighting is
subtly incorporated referencing the form of the columns.
ANY SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE POOL?
The solar heated lap pool is pretty special. It incorporates a swim jet enabling the swimmer to
swim in one place, gas heating, and totally adjustable LED lighting that allows infinite colour
effects. This becomes a dramatic night space reflecting up into the main pavilion through the
open floored decks cantilevered over the pool.

HOW DO THE OUTDOOR ZONES WORK?
We have created the public space on one side and private spaces on the other.
The main living zone links the beachfront deck to the pavilion on the first level. With an opening
LouvreTec roof, the sunlight can be controlled throughout the day. Beneath this the ground
floor front deck is another favorite as it opens out to the grassed lawn rolling down to an iconic
pohutukawa tree on the edge of the dunes. This permanently covered zone is great for
entertaining and features a fireplace and wood fired pizza oven, all in solid sandstone.
Overhead infra red heaters keep the evening chill at bay and there is direct access to the lap
pool as well as the downstairs living area complete with kitchenette.
On the north side of the first floor there are further decks that cantilever over the lap pool, and
another large outdoor space at the front of the house that can be closed off completely by
utilising closing vertical louvre walls. These rooms all pre-condition the main pavilion living

The last outdoor space is off the lookout on the third floor. The wide views are stunning with
Mauao to the left and looking down the coast to Whakatane to the right.
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space.
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HOW WAS THE INTERNAL DESIGN APPROACHED?
Upon entry you move under and through the Gosford stone wall and progress up the tapered stair
and around as you move from public to private spaces, ultimately arriving at the top lookout room
above the beachfront where the wall punches from inside to outside again.
The floated solid Matai timber stair slabs from the entry to the first level are tapered, narrowing as
you ascend, exaggerating the perspective. Backlit fluorescent thatch panels are used as the risers
in conjunction with cleverly placed LED lighting. The second stairs run to the top floor cantilever
just missing the stone wall which extends up through the building to the light well flooding natural
light into the space. Random LEDs highlight the open void space.
THE TIMBER AND TILE FLOORING CHOICES ARE STUNNING. WHAT WAS USED AND
WHY?
Matai timber has been predominantly contrasted with Tigerrock porcelain tiles in a sand colour
– for the beach! The floor incorporates a sophisticated monitored underfloor heating system, the
solar system charging the heating and hot water. The flooring is natural, practical and real.
THE KITCHEN IS QUITE SIMPLY A WORK OF ART, AND THE QUALITY AND DESIGN OF
ALL OF THE CABINETRY THROUGHOUT IS IMPRESSIVE. WHO WAS INVOLVED IN THE
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE?
I designed the cabinetry in conjunction from Linda from ‘Kitchens by Design’ and Fyfes the
manufacturers. All the interior joinery units are simply beautiful, the master dressing suite and
bathrooms equally spectacular.
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ONE OF THE COUNTLESS IMPRESSIVE FEATURES I ENJOYED WAS THE UNIQUE
INTERNAL SLIDERS WITH INLAID INNERS. WHERE WERE THESE SOURCED FROM?
These are Italian imported, self closing with soft operation mechanism cavity sliders hidden
quietly within the stone wall. Thatched resin infill panels allow light to glow through when
closed, amazing. Italian hardware was also used on all the internal hinged doors, which are
full height- no hinges expressed, clean sophisticated, smooth.
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE INTERIOR JOINERY?
It was great to develop and design all the interior cabinetry. A simple palette of Matai and
lacquer was used throughout. Aquamarine glass panels and highly lacquered Zebrano
panelling adds drama to the kitchen cupboards. Furniture that becomes art – beautifully
crafted bespoke in its simplicity and honesty.
The all Matai master bedroom dressing room suite is beautifully detailed and constructed, as
is the custom designed wine cellar – opportunities seized and maximized by craftsmen. The
apparent simplicity belies the technical prowess behind the build.
WHAT HEATING SYSTEM IS USED?
The electrical automation system drives the heating, ventilation, lighting, security and sound
reticulation and the reverse cycle air-conditioning system. Ambience is enhanced by internal
fireplaces and an external one plus a pizza oven. Solar water heating for floor and potable
water has gas backup.
The motorised louvres are horizontal and vertical with adjustable retractable exterior systems
for the morning and afternoon decks. Grunty anodised Architectural Suite aluminium joinery
with face mounted sliders allows big apertures. Windows of high level glazing are motorised.
The louvre system creates lots of natural light and ventilation in a design affording privacy and
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security. Openings are electrically monitored.
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THE LIGHTING DESIGN IS ON A SCALE NOT OFTEN SEEN. CAN YOU EXPLAIN?
LED lighting has been used to great effect to float elements and incorporated in the joinery
units to accentuate spaces, with uplighting. LED spots shoot lasers though the stairwell.
Subtle wall washes together with the various lighting scenarios the automation encourages,
create drama.
The lights, sprinklers and speakers are housed on recessed boxes and panels throughout the
house to keep the ceiling planes clean and uncluttered. Beautiful pendant fittings – pieces of
art - define spaces, and create surprises. The media room lighting has a return end double
continuous fluorescent tube system recessed behind the edge of the acoustic timber paneled
ceiling system which is colour adjustable, so background colour and warmth can run through
a spectrum from warm to cool – blues, greens, a myriad of whites – a first.
Aquamarine coloured glass used in the kitchen splashback and island is also used in the light
boxes recessed into the TG&V ceiling to the main pavilion. A bit of bling.
FINAL COMMENTS?
This comfortable family home was designed and built with honesty and integrity, and the
finishing and craftsmanship standards are very high. For a large home, it is not pretentious but
definitely inspiring. A dream project from start to finish thanks to engaged passionate clients
and a great team.
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